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PRODUCED IN 2020



Pompeii is not just a city: Pompeii is a legend, destroyed, lost 
and discovered.

From the acclaimed director Pappi Corsicato, a cinematic 
documentary on one of the world’s most famous and mysterious 
archaeological places. Isabella Rossellini accompanies us through 
secrets, masterpieces and stories that range between Myth, Eros 
and portraits of life.

A journey through mythology, a return to original concepts, to the 
heart of human beings, back to their ideals, their dreams, and their 
relationship with immortality.

#myth  #eros  #archaeology  #immortality  #sin  #passion

Directed by 
Pappi Corsicato
Julian Schnabel. A Private Portrait, 
Il volto di un’altra, Il seme della 
discordia, I Buchi neri, Libera!

RUNNING TIME 
83 MIN.

PRODUCED BY 
Sky Arts, Ballandi,  
Nexo Digital

Pompeii 
Sin City

>

Featuring 
Isabella Rossellini
Joy, Blue Velvet

Original Soundtrack 
Remo Anzovino  

WATCH TRAILER  >>

https://vimeo.com/nexodigitalvideo/review/470966839/d1657bb596


Marking the 500th Anniversary of his death,  
an immersion into the Renaissance to explore his sublime art.

This documentary explores the story of the artist from Urbino, starting with 
his extraordinary female portraits: mother, lover, client, goddess, figures 
that all played a role in Raphael’s life, making it possible for the painter’s 

story to be told from a new perspective, and for his continuous search 
for absolute beauty to be examined. It places particular emphasis on the 

artistic transformation of the painter and his ability to make his art evolve 
continuously without ever repeating himself. The documentary also makes 

use of special graphic animation by award-winning illustrator Giordano 
Poloni that, by using evocative and dreamlike language, gives shape to the 
key moments in Raphael’s life where myth, legend and reality continuously 

intermingle. Thanks to contributions from internationally renowned experts, 
this documentary film will also enable us to discover the most significant 

cities and places in the life and times of one of the Renaissance master.

Directed by 
Massimo Ferrari

RUNNING TIME 
85 MIN.

PRODUCED BY 
Sky with the executive production of Progetto Immagine

Raphael 
The Young Prodigy

WATCH TRAILER  >>

>

Interviews with: 
Vincenzo Farinella 

Professor of Modern Art  History at the 
University of Pisa and Scientific Consultant 

for this project

Lorenza Mochi Onori 
Art Historian and Expert on Raphael

Giuliano Pisani 
Classical Philologist and Historian of Italian 

Renaissance Art

Tom Henry 
Director of the University of Kent in Rome

Amélie Ferrigno 
Art Historian and Associate Researcher 

at the Centre d’Études Supérieures de la 
Renaissance (CESR Tours)

Ippolita di Majo 
Art Historian and Gloria Fossi, Art Historian 

and Journalist

#AbsoluteBeauty  #renaissance 
#FemalePortraits  #anniversary

https://vimeo.com/nexodigitalvideo/review/483563465/ca4153c145


From Salvador Dalì to Andy Warhol, David LaChapelle to Jeff Koons and 
Lady Gaga, no one appears to be immune to the eternal fascination of 
Botticelli and his works.

A journey through the art of the Maestro enshrined in the open-air museum 
that is Florence: an unprecedented itinerary to discover the artist who 
invented a new model of beauty, overcoming the barrier of the centuries to 
inspire our contemporaries. Dreamlike re-enactments, spell-binding images of 
the city and filmed footage of amazing works of art, are intertwined with the 
voices of leading experts, and international art historians as they narrate the 
splendor and contradictions of the Florence of Lorenzo de ‘Medici.Botticelli 
asserted himself as the inventor of an ideal Beauty, which found its maximum 
expression in works such as The Allegory of Spring and the Birth of Venus.

#Florence  #power  #art  #Venus

Directed by 
Marco Pianigiani 
The Vatican Museums  

RUNNING TIME 
90 MIN.

PRODUCED BY 
Sky Arts, Ballandi, Nexo 
Digital

Botticelli 
Florence and the Medici

WATCH TRAILER  >> >

https://vimeo.com/nexodigitalvideo/review/429938770/e507d34f6b


Artist Maudit, scandalous genius and indisputable master of 20th Century Art:  
a portrayal that goes beyond the legendary to celebrate the 100thAnniversary since 
his death. Narrated here from the original point of view of his young wife, Jeanne 
Hébuterne who committed suicide two days after his death. Jeanne together with 
the Russian aspiring poetess Anna Achmatova, and the English journalist Beatrice 
Hastings were the women he painted portraits of, and whose faces, almost caryatid-
like, became the very icons of his art. The action of the film unwinds through museum 
halls, enriched by the works of the Albertina in Vienna and the splendid exhibition 
dedicated to the artist at Livorno’s City Museum, as well as the National Gallery of Art 
in Washington and the great museums and art collections in Paris.
One of the best art films ever – Artribune

#anniversary  #Jewish  #Paris  #WomenPortraits  #icons

Interviews with: 
Marc Restellini, Paolo Virzì, 
Simone Lenzi, Gérard Netter, 
Antonio Marras, Laura Dinelli, 
as well as Emilia Philippot, 
Jacqueline Munck and Klaus 
Albrecht Schröder.

Directed by 
Valeria Parisi
The Prado Museum. A collection of Wonders

Original Soundtrack 
Maximilien Zaganelli 
Dmitry Myachin  

RUNNING TIME 
97 MIN.

PRODUCED BY 
3D Produzioni, Nexo Digital

Maverick 
Modigliani

WATCH TRAILER  >> >

https://vimeo.com/nexodigitalvideo/review/408868823/1bae6f199b


50 unseen masterpieces unveiled for the first time: Manet, Caillebotte, 
Renoir, Monet, Cézanne, Signac, Sisley and Berthe Morisot.  

A cinematic journey to discover the art revolution caused by the Impressionist 
movement through fifty paintings that have been on display in Rome at Palazzo 

Bonaparte, in an exhibition of the same title. How did the Impressionists view 
the world? What was the reception given to their works? How did they go from 

being rejected by critics and the public to becoming, in just a few short years, 
some of the best loved works of art in the whole world? The two curators of 

the exhibition, Claire Durand-Ruel (Paul Durand-Ruel, the most important 
Impressionists’ art dealer was her great-great-grandfather) and Marianne 
Mathieu, will accompany audiences along a complex and intriguing path.

#unseen  #secret  #collectors  #masterpieces

Secret 
Impressionists

RUNNING TIME 
80 MIN.

PRODUCED BY 
Ballandi Arts, Nexo Digital

WATCH TRAILER  >>> Directed by 
Daniele Pini

https://vimeo.com/nexodigitalvideo/review/380544700/4079d510c9


A music icon that moves “Body and Soul”

Conte has been compared to Tom Waits and Randy Newman by the New 
York Times and is one of the greatest singers in the province of the world 

– to quote his song lyrics “La provincia del mondo”. The documentary 
forms an ideal itinerary with Luca Zingaretti (The Inspector Montalbano 

mystery series) as narrator, telling the story of an eclectic, mysterious 
character. Verdelli has drawn on Conte’s immensely rich personal archive 

and combined ad hoc material: interviews, filmed footage of international 
tours and special moments making up a unique career. There is also 

an extraordinary collection of individual stories and recollections from 
Roberto Benigni, Pupi Avati, Isabella Rossellini, Jane Birkin, Patrice Leconte.

#Icon  #Music  #words  #concert  #itswonderful

Paolo Conte 
Via con me

Directed by 
Giorgio Verdelli

RUNNING TIME 
102 MIN.

PRODUCED BY 
Sudovest Produzioni, Indigo Film 
in collaboration with Rai Cinema

WATCH TRAILER  >>>

https://vimeo.com/nexodigitalvideo/review/452585655/87ce3ed816


To celebrate the centennial of the Maestro’s birth on 
January 20, 1920, the documentary will explore, for the 
first time, “the hidden world” of Federico Fellini.

It will draw on plenty of unseen materials from the archives of 
pubcaster Rai and state film entity Istituto Luce, in addition to 
film clips, to reconstruct and depict Fellini’s rapport with the 
spiritual and the supernatural. Besides Chazelle and Friedkin, 
the doc also features interviews with Terry Gilliam and Fellini’s 
collaborators Fiammetta Profili and Filippo Ascione, with 
his close friend journalist Sergio Zavoli and Italian scholars 
Andrea Minuz and Aldo Tassone, among others.

#unseen  #master  #dreams  #anniversary  #exclusive

Directed by 
Anselma Dell’Olio
David di Donatello for La lucida follia 
di Marco Ferreri  

RUNNING TIME 
90 MIN.

PRODUCED BY 
Mad Entertainment and Rai 
Cinema in coproduction with 
Walking the Dog, Arte, Rai Com

Fellini degli spiriti

WATCH TRAILER  >> >

https://vimeo.com/nexodigitalvideo/review/429988519/cd361ce456


IN POST-PRODUCTION



To mark the centenary of the discovery of Tutankhamun’s tomb.
 Tutankhamun. The Last Exhibition offers spectators, for the first time 

ever, an extraordinary opportunity to meet the Pharaoh, and relive 
those unique moments on the big screen following exclusive coverage 

of how 150 items from among his treasures, were moved to become 
part of the biggest international exhibition ever dedicated to the Golden 

Boy. ”Please watch them, before they return back to Egypt forever,” 
said Mostafa Waziry, secretary general of the Egyptian Ministry of 

State for Antiquities. Much will be revealed through high-resolution 
photographs by Sandro Vannini, one of the most prolific photographers 

of Tutankhamun’s treasures, which consist of over 5400 objects.
#treasures  #AncientEgypt  #pharaoh  

#GoldenBoy  #Anniversary  #Exhibition  #tutmania

Tutankhamun
The Last Exhibition

Directed by 
Ernesto Pagano
Napolislam, Vita di Marzouk,   

Mille et Une Egyptes series

Director of Photography 
Sandro Vannini  

RUNNING TIME 
80 MIN.

PRODUCED BY 
Laboratorio Rosso, Nexo Digital> WATCH PROMO  >>

https://vimeo.com/nexodigitalvideo/review/430067505/c1fc0f5a58


There is no painter in the world both more famous and less  
known than Edvard Munch. 

The debt contemporary culture has towards Munch is impressive, from Andy 
Wharhol to Ingmar Bergman, from Marina Abramovich to Jasper Johnes. If his 

painting has become a symbol and at the same time an omen of the tragedies 
of the twentieth century, his art has travelled new and experimental roads 

of extraordinary modernity. Today, however, it is his city, Oslo, which sets 
a turning point for the knowledge of Munch: the birth of a new museum, 

opening in Spring 2021. The documentary will start from there to shed light 
on a man and an artist with singular charm, a precursor and a master.

#Scream  #OsloMuseum  #Experimental  #LightandDark

Directed by 
Michele Mally

Hermitage. The power of art, 
Klimt & Schiele. Eros and Psyche

Featuring 
Ingrid Bolsø Berdal 
Hansel and Gretel: Witch Hunters , 

Westworld and Chernobyl Diaries TV series

RUNNING TIME 
90 MIN.

PRODUCED BY 
3D Produzioni, Nexo Digital

Munch 
Love Phantoms 

and Lady Vampires

COMING SOON>



IN DISTRIBUTION NOW



A revolutionary artist that became a pop icon and a symbol for all 
women. This documentary explores Frida’s art as well as her photos, 

clothes and personal objects not always accessible to the public. 
But who was Frida in real life? And how much energy and vitality are 

released from her paintings even when they portray pain and suffering? 
This doc is a cinematic journey in search of Frida, into the heart of 

Mexico amid cactuses, monkeys, deer and parrots, alternating exclusive 
interviews, with period documents, evocative reconstructions and 

works by Kahlo herself, including the most famous self-portraits kept in 
some of the most amazing museum in Mexico like the Casa Azul.

Frida 
Viva la vida

Featuring 
Asia Argento

David di Donatello Award winner

Directed by 
Giovanni Troilo

Water Lilies by Monet, William Kentridge 
- Triumphs and Laments

Original Soundtrack 
Remo Anzovino  

RUNNING TIME 
93 MIN.

PRODUCED BY 
Ballandi Arts, Nexo Digital

WATCH TRAILER  >>>

https://vimeo.com/nexodigitalvideo/review/337812457/583c1735de


In the magic of St. Petersburg
Toni Servillo leads us on this journey through one of the world’s 

most loved museums in the magic of St. Petersburg. This 
documentary tells the great stories that have passed down the corridors 

of the museum and through the streets of St. Petersburg: from its 
foundation with Peter I to the splendor of Catherine the Great down to 

the present day. Inside the Hermitage, the greatness of European art 
can be retraced, from Leonardo to Raphael, from Van Eyck to Rubens to 

Titian while the legend of St. Petersburg is also conveyed through poems, 
stories and novels that have portrayed its charm over the centuries.

Hermitage
The Power Of Art

Featuring 
Toni Servillo

The Great Beauty’s protagonist, 3 times EFA Award 
winner, “4 times David di Donatello Award winner

Directed by 
Michele Mally

Klimt & Schiele. Eros and Psyche 

Original Soundtrack 
Dmitry Myachi 

RUNNING TIME 
88 MIN.

PRODUCED BY 
3D Produzioni, Nexo Digital 

with the support of Intesa 
Sanpaolo Bank

WATCH TRAILER  >>>

https://vimeo.com/nexodigitalvideo/review/362798998/1dbcf09e87


If only museums could talk! The Prado Museum celebrated 
its 200th birthday in 2019. This film is the first cinematic 

journey through the rooms, stories and emotions of one of 
the most visited museums in the world. Its collection tells the 
story of kings, queens, dynasties, wars, defeats and victories, as 

well as the story of the feelings and emotions of the men and 
women of yesteryear and of today, whose lives are intertwined 

with the museum’s: rulers, painters, artists, architects, collectors, 
curators, intellectuals, visitors. From Vélazquez to Rubens, 

Titian, Bosch, Goya, El Greco to name just a few.

The Prado Museum 
A Collection of Wonders

Featuring 
Jeremy Irons

Academy Award winner, 
2 times Golden Globe winner  

and 6 times Golden Globe nominee

Directed by 
Valeria Parisi

RUNNING TIME 
92 MIN.

PRODUCED BY 
3D produzioni, Nexo Digital in 

cooperation with the Prado Museum, with 
the support of the Intesa Sanpaolo Bank

WATCH TRAILER  >>>

https://vimeo.com/328450894


From Tahiti and the Marquesas Islands - in the 
panoramas Gauguin saw and portrayed - to the American 

museums of frenetic and hyper-modern metropolises 
where his greatest masterpieces are now preserved: 

New York – Metropolitan Museum of Art, Chicago - 
Art Institute, Washington - National Gallery of Art, 

Boston - Museum of Fine Arts. Marked by rebellion and 
other worlds’ craving, he died of syphilis - abandoned by 

everyone in the remote village of Hiva Oa.

Gauguin in Tahiti 
Paradise Lost

Featuring 
Adriano Giannini 

2 times Nastri d’Argento winner

Original Soundtrack 
Remo Anzovino

Directed by 
Claudio Poli

RUNNING TIME 
87 MIN.

PRODUCED BY 
3D produzioni, Nexo Digital with the 

support of Intesa Sanpaolo Bank
WATCH TRAILER  >>>

https://vimeo.com/330435795/a0caa47f0b


With the extraordinary participation of Peter Greenaway and the 
enchanting voice of Helena Bonham Carter. 

A new exciting cinema production celebrating the 500th anniversary of 
the birth of the last great artist of the Italian Renaissance. It will explore 

the rivalry among the most important Venetian artists of the 16th 
century: Tintoretto, Titian and Veronese. We will discover Venice through 

Tintoretto’s life and canvases. As the narrative unfolds we’ll begin to 
understand how the plague deeply affected the city and the venetian 

art. A great journey in Venetian life and art through Tintoretto’s works.

Tintoretto 
A Rebel in Venice

Featuring 
Helena Bonham Carter

2 times Academy Award nominee, winner of BAFTA and 
Emmy Award

Special guest 
Peter Greenaway

BAFTA Award winner

Directed by 
Giuseppe Domingo Romano

RUNNING TIME 
95 MIN.

PRODUCED BY 
Sky Arts, Except

WATCH TRAILER  >>>

https://vimeo.com/314242505/7cae340a5b


A journey through the masterpieces and obsessions of the 
Genius of the Impressionism. With the invaluable contribution of 
Ross King, author of the best seller Mad Enchantment: Claude 
Monet and the Painting of the Water Lilies. A journey down the 
River Seine, from Le Havre to Paris and then up the river towards 
Argenteuil, Poissy, Vétheuil, Giverny - ending in Paris. A tour of 
the Museums displaying Monet’s masterpieces: the Orangerie 
Museum, the Marmottan Museum, the Orsay Museum, ending 
in Monet’s house and gardens at Giverny.

The Water Lilies by Monet
The Magic of Water and Light

Featuring 
Elisa Lasowski
Versailles, Netflix - Game of Thrones, HBO

Directed by 
Giovanni Troilo

Original Soundtrack 
Remo Anzovino

RUNNING TIME 
90 MIN.

PRODUCED BY 
Ballandi Arts, Nexo Digital

WATCH TRAILER  >> >

https://vimeo.com/298962628


Scandals, dreams, obsessions in Vienna’s golden age. 
The documentary film recounts this extraordinary season: 
a magical moment for art, literature, and music, in which 
new ideas are circulated, Freud discovers the drives of the 
psyche, and women begin to claim their independence. 
The film takes us through stunning exhibitions - 
Albertina, Belvedere, Kunsthistorischesmuseum and 
Leopold Museum.

Klimt & Schiele 
Eros and Psyche

Featuring 
Lorenzo Richelmy
Marco Polo, Netflix - Borgia, Canal+

Directed by 
Michele Mally

RUNNING TIME 
95 MIN.

PRODUCED BY 
3D produzioni, Nexo Digital with 
the support of Intesa Sanpaolo 
Bank

WATCH TRAILER  >> >

https://vimeo.com/293357184/1804d94a67


Italy-based, Nexo Digital is a leading player in the international sales of cinematic history and art doc-
umentaries, 4k native contents which redefine the standards of portraying Art and narrating History 
and pop Icons, giving an immersive and unprecedented viewing experience. We exploit title rights in 
all territories: Theatrical, Video, TV, and Digital Rights - millions of tickets sold in cinemas in over 
60 territories to date. Our catalogue also includes Sport, Expedition one-offs specials as well as mini 
factual series. Since 2017, Nexo Digital has also been producing cinematic documentaries with important 
partners like The Hermitage, The Prado, The Vatican Museums, The Uffizi Gallery - prestigious 
museums, important exhibitions - stories narrated by Oscar winners such as Jeremy Irons and Hel-
en Mirren. Together with history and art documentaries, our line-up includes music, adventures and 
sport&legends. We’re ready to sell the brand new documentaries such as Pompeii. Sin city featuring 
Isabella Rossellini | Paolo Conte. Via con me (It’s wonderful) | Maverick Modigliani | Raph-
ael. The young Prodigy | Secret Impressionists - from history to art from music to adventures.

Nexo Digital 
Addicted to good films



NEXO DIGITAL SRL
Piazza Cadorna 15
20123 Milan (Italy)
T. +39 02 80 51 633
www.nexodigital.it
www.nexodigitalmedia.com

Véronique Commelin 
Head of Sales 
Mobile +33(0) 663705623  
veronique.commelin@nexodigital.it

Rosella Gioffré 
Marketing and Sales Manager 
Mobile +39 347 4457929 
rosella.gioffre@nexodigital.it  G
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All images contained herein are strictly confidential and not authorized for use. 
Any misuse will be prosecuted in accordance with applicable laws.
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